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ABSTRACT
Quantifying how the baryonic matter traces the underlying dark matter distribution is key to
both understanding galaxy formation and our ability to constrain the cosmological model.
Using the cross-correlation function of radio and near-infrared galaxies, we present a large-
scale clustering analysis of radio galaxies toz ∼ 2.2. We measure the angular auto-correlation
function ofKs < 23.5 galaxies in the VIDEO-XMM3 field with photometric redshiftsout to
z = 4 using VIDEO and CFHTLS photometry in the near-infrared and optical. We then use
the cross-correlation function of these sources with 766 radio sources atS1.4 > 90 µJy to
infer linear bias of radio galaxies in four redshift bins. Wefind that the bias evolves from
b = 0.57 ± 0.06 at z ∼ 0.3 to 8.55 ± 3.11 at z ∼ 2.2. Furthermore, we separate the radio
sources into subsamples to determine how the bias is dependent on the radio luminosity, and
find a bias which is significantly higher than predicted by thesimulations of Wilman et al.,
and consistent with the lower luminosity but more abundant FR-I population having a similar
bias to the highly luminous but rare FR-IIs. Our results are suggestive of a higher mass,
particularly for FR-I sources than assumed in simulations,especially towards higher redshift.

Key words: surveys – galaxies: active – cosmology: large-scale structure of Universe – radio
continuum: galaxies

1 INTRODUCTION

The observed distributions of galaxies and clusters today are far
removed from the homogeneous picture we have of the early
Universe using the cosmic microwave background (CMB; e.g.
Komatsu et al. 2011), and we require large numbers of them to
piece together a statistical understanding of clustering on cosmo-
logical scales. Cosmological applications of large-scaleclustering
measurements require information about the gravitating mass dis-
tribution in the Universe, which in aΛCDM cosmology is strongly
tied to the dark matter distribution. Direct observations tell us only
about the baryonic matter, from which we must infer the dark mat-
ter distribution. Various tools exist for measuring the clustering sig-
nal of observed sources, such as nearest neighbour measures(e.g.
Bahcall & Soneira 1983), counts-in-cells (e.g. Magliocchetti et al.
1999; Blake & Wall 2002b; Yang & Saslaw 2011), correlation
functions (e.g. Groth & Peebles 1977; Bahcall & Soneira 1983;
Blake & Wall 2002a,b; Croom et al. 2005) and power spectra (e.g.
Cole et al. 2005; Percival et al. 2007; Komatsu et al. 2011).

Due to its relative simplicity to calculate, and relation toits
Fourier transform (the power spectrum), the two-point spatial cor-
relation function has become a standard in quantifying cosmolog-
ical structure. A means by which we can quantify the extent to
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which the observable and dark matter are tied using the correla-
tion function is through the linear bias parameterb(z), the ratio of
the galaxy correlation function to that of the dark matter. The bias
quantifies the difference in the clustering of the dark matter haloes
acting solely under gravity and of galaxies inhabiting those haloes
with other effects making their structure more or less diffuse. This
has a heavy dependence on the galaxy masses and the epoch under
consideration (e.g. Seljak & Warren 2004).

Extragalactic radio sources make useful probes of large-scale
structure, being readily detectable up to high redshifts (z ∼ 6).
Being unaffected by dust extinction, radio surveys are ableto pro-
vide unbiased samples of larger volumes than would be avail-
able to an optical survey. Unfortunately many radio sources, par-
ticularly at higher redshifts, have very faint optical counterparts,
which combines with the often extended nature of radio emission
from active galactic nuclei (AGN) to make it difficult to optically
identify and obtain redshifts for these individual sources(see e.g.
McAlpine et al. 2012).

Without knowing the distance to a given radio source, clus-
tering analyses are confined to two dimensions with the angular
correlation function measuring any excess of source pairs as a
function of their angular separation. The broad redshift distribu-
tion typical of radio surveys can make detection of this cluster-
ing difficult as the majority of close pairs of sources are widely
separated in the line of sight direction, diluting any genuine clus-
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tering signal. Strong detections of this clustering signalover a
range of angular separations were made possible with the ad-
vent of large area radio surveys observing to depths of a few
mJy: e.g. Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-cm (FIRST;
Becker, White & Helfand 1995), the Westerbork Northern Sky Sur-
vey (WENSS; Rengelink et al. 1997), the NRAO VLA Sky Sur-
vey (NVSS; Condon et al. 1998) and the Sydney University Mo-
longlo Sky Survey (SUMSS; Bock, Large & Sadler 1999). A pos-
itive correlation function is measured with high significance us-
ing these surveys extending to separations of several degrees
(see work by Cress et al. (1996) and Magliocchetti et al. (1998,
1999) with FIRST, Blake & Wall (2002a,b) and Overzier et al.
(2003) with NVSS, Rengelink & et al. (1998) with WENSS, and
Blake, Mauch & Sadler (2004) with SUMSS).

Angular clustering studies (such as those above) assume a
power law form for the spatial correlation function (also a com-
mon assumption for direct spatial clustering measurements; e.g.
Magliocchetti et al. 2004; Brand et al. 2005), which is also pre-
served in angular projection (Limber 1953). Inferring the spatial
clustering properties of a galaxy sample from this projected form
requires a knowledge of the redshift distribution of the sample, it-
self subject to uncertainty in addition to that resulting from the di-
luted signal arising from a sample with a broad redshift distribu-
tion. Photometric redshift surveys, while lacking the precision ob-
tained from galaxy spectra necessary for a full 3D clustering anal-
ysis, provide a more accurate redshift distribution for a given sam-
ple of radio sources than assumed models or luminosity functions.
Furthermore, they allow a sample to be divided into redshiftbins,
each with a well known distribution (given large enough numbers
to account for small photometric errors). Lindsay et al. (2014) use
a combination of spectroscopic and photometric redshifts to inves-
tigate the clustering of FIRST radio sources toz ∼ 1.5 and provide
some comparison between spatial and angular correlation function
results (with and without the precision of spectroscopic redshifts,
respectively). However, redshift measurements are lacking at high
redshift where the clustering is stronger but poorly constrained over
such large areas.

While sky coverage alone, with surveys such as NVSS, pro-
vides the statistical power required to measure the strength of the
clustering of radio sources over large scales to depths of a few
mJy, the depths of similarly large-area optical surveys, spectro-
scopic or otherwise, do not allow for optical identificationof the
radio sources with any significant completeness. However, small-
area surveys have been carried out at theµJy level, which also have
potential uses for cosmology and large-scale structure measure-
ments. At theµJy level, the radio population becomes less dom-
inated by FR-I and FR-II type active galactic nuclei (AGN), and
we observe a greater fraction of star-forming galaxies. However,
the lower flux-density limit also extends the range at which we can
detect AGN, reaching beyondz ∼ 1 where the bias of radio sources
is poorly understood. It is important to measure the bias of the ra-
dio sources to these high redshifts, and to know how it evolves,
in order to inform cosmological experiments dependent on disen-
tangling the observed galaxy clustering from other effects, such as
cosmic magnification (e.g. Scranton et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2011)
and the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect (ISW; McEwen et al. 2007;
Giannantonio et al. 2008; Raccanelli et al. 2008). In particular the
large volume of the Universe that will be opened up by the SKA
and its precursors may provide important information on thevery
largest scales (e.g. Raccanelli et al. 2012; Camera et al. 2012).

The aim of this paper is to investigate the bias of a sample
of faint radio sources, extending toz > 2 where observational

measurements are lacking. We use 1.4 GHz radio data from the
VLA-VIRMOS Deep Field (Bondi et al. 2003) covering an area of
1 square degree toS1.4 > 90 µJy, overlapping with optical pho-
tometry from the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey
(CFHTLS) Deep-1 field (D1) and near-infrared photometry from
the VISTA Deep Extragalactic Observations (VIDEO; Jarvis et al.
2013) survey with a depth ofKs < 23.5. We overcome the signal-
to-noise issue of having a far smaller sample than a wider, shal-
lower NVSS-like survey by inferring the properties of the radio
sources by the combined use of the angular correlation function
of Ks-selected VIDEO sources (with sufficiently large numbers to
keep uncertainties small) and the angular cross-correlation of these
VIDEO sources with the radio sample (see e.g. Guo et al. 2011;
Hartley et al. 2013, for similar use of this technique). Withreliable
photometric redshifts out toz ∼ 4 for all of the galaxies used, we
have a good knowledge of the redshift distributions of our samples
as well as estimates of their radio luminosity. Even when coarsely
binning by redshift, this gives us valuable constraints on the bias
of these radio sources in bins up to a median redshift ofz = 2.15,
and an insight into the clustering specifically of typical radio AGN
at high redshift.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
multi-wavelength surveys from which we construct our galaxy
samples. Section 3 details the correlation function methods used to
calculate the galaxy bias and Sections 4 and 5, respectively, show
our results and present our discussion of them. The results are sum-
marized in Section 6.

The cosmological model used throughout this paper is the flat,
ΛCDM concordance cosmology whereΩm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and
σ8 = 0.8. All distances are kept in units ofh−1Mpc whereH0 =
100h km s−1Mpc−1 andh is not explicitly assumed.

2 DATA

2.1 Near-Infrared observations

Our near-infrared galaxy catalogue comes from the Visible and In-
frared Survey Telescope for Astronomy (VISTA) facility in Chile.
This is a 4.1m wide-field survey telescope with a 1.65-degreefield
of view and a 67-megapixel near-infrared camera. The VISTA Deep
Extragalactic Observations (VIDEO; Jarvis et al. 2013) survey cov-
ers∼12 square degrees over three fields in five near-infrared bands,
tracing the evolution of galaxies and large-scale structure from the
present out toz = 4, and higher for AGN and the most massive
galaxies. The survey photometry reaches5σ AB-magnitude depths
of 25.7, 24.5, 24.4, 24.1 and 23.8 (in 2 arcsec apertures) inZ, Y, J,
H andKs bands, respectively.

The VIDEO-XMM3 tile detailed in Jarvis et al. (2013) over-
laps with the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey
(CFHTLS; Ilbert et al. 2006) Deep-1 field (D1) optical data (u*, g’,
r’, i’, z’ bands) over a 1 x 1 degree area. The combination of these
optical and near-infrared data allow for improved photometric red-
shifts with 3.1 per cent catastrophic outliers atz < 1, and further
improvements at1 < z < 4 expected due to VIDEO’s sensitivity
to the Balmer and 4000̊A breaks at these redshifts (see Jarvis et al.
2013 for further details).

2.2 Radio observations

The radio data used in this analysis come from Very Large Array
(VLA) observations at 1.4 GHz by Bondi et al. (2003) in the VLA-
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Figure 1. J–K vs.g–i colours of the VIDEO sources (Ks < 23.5), with the
stellar locus (solid line) and imposed galaxy cut-off (dashed line) as used
by McAlpine et al. (2012).

VIRMOS Deep Field, corresponding to the same 1 deg2 area cov-
ered by both VIDEO and CFHTLS-D1. This survey used the VLA
in B-configuration, giving approximately 6 arcsec resolution, pro-
ducing a final mosaic image of nearly uniform noise at≃ 17µJy.

McAlpine et al. (2012) used a likelihood ratio (LR) method
(Sutherland & Saunders 1992) to identify infrared counterparts to
radio sources in the VLA-VIRMOS Deep Field. Of the 1054 5σ de-
tections, 915 were found to have reliable (Rel> 0.8) counterparts
in VIDEO. These are a combination of radio-loud AGN, quasars
and star-forming galaxies (see e.g. McAlpine, Jarvis & Bonfield
2013).

2.3 Final Samples

Due to particularly bright sources in the VIDEO images adding to
the noise in surrounding areas and obscuring faint nearby sources,
we apply a mask to our parent near-infrared catalogue. A circular
area of 0.01◦ in radius is excised, centred on any sources brighter
than 13.5 mag.

Any remaining stellar contaminants are removed from the
VIDEO catalogue by the same means used in McAlpine et al.
(2012) following the method of Baldry et al. (2010). We use the
J–K andg–i colours to define a stellar locus, shown in Figure 1. All
sources more than 0.12 mag redward inJ–K of this stellar locus are
considered galaxies and remain in our VIDEO sample.

Finally, we impose a magnitude limit ofKs < 23.5 to the
near-infrared catalogue, corresponding roughly to the 22.6 (Pet-
rosian magnitude) cut-off applied in the radio cross-matching, and
a flux density limit ofS1.4 > 90 µJy to the radio sources. While
the nominal detection limit of Bondi et al. (2003) is 80µJy, with
some 41 sources detected at lower flux densities down to∼ 60µJy,
there is still appreciable incompleteness at this limit which merits
the slightly more conservative cut used in our analysis. This results
in a final sample of 766 objects in our radio sample, and 95,826in
the corresponding infrared sample.

3 METHODS

3.1 Angular Correlation Function

The angular two-point correlation function,w(θ) is defined as the
excess probability of finding a galaxy at an angular distanceθ from
another galaxy, as compared with a Poissonian (unclustered) distri-
bution (Peebles 1980):

δP = σ[1 + w(θ)]δΩ, (1)

whereδP is the probability,σ is the mean surface density andδΩ
is the surface area element. This quantifies the degree of clustering
apparent at a given angular scale, withw(θ) generally decreasing
monotonically with increasingθ as gravitational interactions be-
come weaker at large separations.

Estimators ofw(θ) use the measured quantities ofDD(θ) and
RR(θ) which represent the number of galaxy pairs separated byθ
in the real data and a corresponding random catalogue, respectively.
The cross-pair separationsDR(θ) are used in slightly more sophis-
ticated estimators, reducing the variance, as in our chosenestimator
by Landy & Szalay (1993):

w(θ) =
DD

RR
− 2

DR

RR
+ 1, (2)

where each quantity is normalized such that its sum over all values
of θ is unity.

By averaging over several random data sets and usingDR and
RR, or by using a more densely populated random catalogue, we
may assume the statistical error in the random sets to be negligible.
The random catalogues themselves have been autocorrelatedfind-
ing no significant deviation from zero even at extremes of angular
separation where the counts are low. The variance of the correla-
tion function, therefore, is often given by the Poisson error due to
the DD counts alone

∆w =
1 +w(θ)√

DD
. (3)

However, the errors in the correlation function depend on the
DD counts beyond simple Poisson variance; adjacent bins are cor-
related, with each object contributing to counts across a range of
separation bins. The errors are therefore calculated more rigorously
using a bootstrap resampling technique (Ling, Barrow & Frenk
1986) whereby several data catalogues are constructed by randomly
sampling (with replacement) the original set of objects. Assuch, in
any given set, some sources are counted twice or more and some
not at all. The resulting binnedDD counts should give a mean
approximately equal to the original data but allow us to calculate
a variance for each bin, and thereforew(θ) values. Lindsay et al.
(2014) found errors inw(θ) for a subset of FIRST galaxies in the
GAMA survey using a bootstrap resampling method. Their Pois-
son error estimates were consistently a factor of 1.5–2 smaller than
the bootstrap error up to∼ 0.02◦, above which the ratio increased
rapidly withθ.

The restricted survey area from which we can measurew(θ)
results in a negative offset in the observed correlation function,
known as theintegral constraint. Expressed mathematically, the re-
lation between observed correlation functionwobs(θ) and the gen-
uine functionw(θ) is

wobs(θ) = w(θ)− σ2, (4)

whereσ2 represents the integral constraint (Groth & Peebles 1977)
which can be approximated, following Roche & Eales (1999), by

σ2 =

∑

RR(θ)w(θ)
∑

RR(θ)
. (5)
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Figure 2. The angular correlation function forKs < 23.5 near-infrared
galaxies (with bootstrap resampling errors). The dashed line shows the best
fit power-law (forθ < 0.8) and the inset shows parameter fits at 68, 90 and
95 per cent confidence levels. The open points show the absolute values
wherew(θ) < 0.

Figure 3. The angular cross-correlation function of the radio sources to
the VIDEO infrared sources (with bootstrap resampling errors). The dashed
line shows the best fit power-law and the inset showsχ2 parameter fits at
68, 90 and 95 per cent confidence levels. The open points show the absolute
values wherewcross(θ) < 0.

Traditionally,w(θ) is fitted with a power law (e.g. Peebles,
1980) with slope∼ 0.8, commonly found for the clustering of ob-
jects selected in a variety of ways (e.g. Bahcall & Soneira 1983).
In Figure 2 we show the angular correlation function of ourKs-
selected VIDEO galaxies in order to understand their inherent
large-scale clustering properties as a stepping stone towards investi-
gating the relative clustering between these galaxies and the subset
of radio sources in the same VIDEO field.

3.2 Cross-correlation Function

Closely related to the two-point correlation function is the two-
point cross-correlation function, which compares two different data
setsD1 andD2. The same procedure is followed as for the auto-
correlation of one data set, but we modify Eq. 2 as follows:

wcross(θ) =
D1D2 −D1R −D2R

RR
+ 1, (6)

whereD1D2 andDiR are analogous toDD andDR above, and
are similarly normalized.

The cross-correlation function is also fitted with a power law

in the same manner as the auto-correlation function and describes
the relative cross-clustering of two populations with one another.
Here, we use the cross-correlation function of VIDEOKs-selected
galaxies with radio sources in order to provide a higher signal-to-
noise measurement of the clustering than would be possible with
the radio auto-correlation alone. Figure 3 shows the angular cross-
correlation function for the radio sources with the near-infrared se-
lected sources, which in the following sections we use to infer the
clustering properties of the radio galaxies themselves.

3.3 Spatial clustering and Limber inversion

The 3-dimensional analogue ofw(θ) is the spatial two-point cor-
relation functionξ(r), which measures the excess probability, due
to clustering, of finding a pair of objects separated byr → r + δr
as compared with a Poissonian (unclustered) distribution,similarly
defined:

δP = n[1 + ξ(r)]δV, (7)

wheren is the mean number density of objects andδV a volume
element.

The two-point correlation function is usually fitted with a sin-
gle power law over a significant range of separations as follows:

ξ(r) =
(r0
r

)γ

, (8)

with r0 called the correlation length. This is not a physical length
but represents the separation length at whichξ(r) = 1. As the
function increases toward smaller separations, this is approximately
equivalent to the statement thatr0 is the length below which
DD(r) > 2RR(r). For any reasonable slope, therefore, a larger
r0 implies a more strongly clustered distribution.

If the redshift distribution of a set of objects is known, one
may deproject the angular correlation function into the spatial cor-
relation function. This is the purpose of the cosmological Limber
equation (Limber 1953; Peebles 1980) for estimating the correla-
tion length,r0. Determiningξ(r) directly is difficult, as a complete
set of individual redshifts is rarely available for a given survey, thus
requiring the redshift distribution to be estimated in order to depro-
jectw(θ). Using the photometric redshifts available for the galax-
ies in the VIDEO survey, however, means we may apply a redshift
distribution directly from the data. The photometric redshift dis-
tributions for both theKs-selected galaxies and the radio galaxies
are calculated by adding the normalized probability distributions
of the individual photometric redshifts of each object. This ensures
that we fully incorporate the uncertainties associated with the pho-
tometric redshifts when determining the clustering of the various
populations. These redshifts distributions are shown in Figure 4.

An epoch-dependent form of the spatial correlation function
is assumed (see e.g. de Zotti et al. 1990; Overzier et al. 2003, and
references therein):

ξ(r, z) =
(r0
r

)γ

× (1 + z)γ−(3+ǫ), (9)

whereǫ parameterises the clustering model being assumed. Follow-
ing similar work in Lindsay et al. (2014), we assume the comoving
model withǫ = γ − 3.

The spatial correlation function slope,γ, is the same as that
used in the power-law fit to the angular correlation function(where
the magnitude of the slope isγ − 1), so we measure this parame-
ter through thew(θ) function. The amplitudeA of w(θ) has been
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Figure 4. Redshift distributions of infrared-selected sources (left panel) and radio-selected sources (right panel). The four broken lines show the distributions
of sources in our four redshift bins. The three red lines on the right panel show the distributions of radio sources withL > 1023, 1023.5 and1024 WHz−1 in
increasing order of median redshift.

expressed as a function ofr0 (in comoving coordinates) in the lit-
erature (Overzier et al. 2003; Kovač et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2011;
Elyiv et al. 2012) as follows:

A = rγ0Hγ

(

H0

c

)

∫

∞

0
N2(z)(1 + z)γ−(3+ǫ)χ1−γ(z)E(z)dz

[∫

∞

0
N(z) dz

]2
,

(10)

whereHγ = Γ( 1
2
)Γ( γ−1

2
)/Γ( γ

2
), N(z) is the redshift distribution

andχ(z) is the comoving line-of-sight distance to an object at a
redshiftz:

χ(z) =
c

H0

∫ z

0

dz′

E(z′)
. (11)

Here,H0 is the Hubble constant andE(z) is the function used to
describe the cosmological expansion history:

E(z) =
[

Ωm,0(1 + z)3 + Ωk,0(1 + z)2 + ΩΛ,0

]
1

2 . (12)

Equation 10 may simply be inverted to give the comoving correla-
tion length,r0 as a function of the redshift distribution, the correla-
tion function slope and the angular clustering amplitude.

3.4 Mass Bias

The differences in clustering of different classes of extragalac-
tic objects and the background matter distribution motivates the
use of some bias parameter, as introduced by Kaiser (1984) and
Bardeen et al. (1986):

b2(z) =
ξgal(r, z)

ξDM(r, z)
, (13)

where the numerator and denominator are the galaxy and dark
matter correlation functions, respectively.

The bias parameter (as a function of redshift) may be defined
as equation 13 withr = 8h−1Mpc. As equation 8 shows, the nu-
merator can be written

ξgal(8, z) =

[

r0(z)

8

]γ

. (14)

The corresponding function for the denominator is given by Peebles
(1980) as

ξDM(8, z) = σ2
8(z)/J2 (15)

whereJ2 = 72/[(3 − γ)(4− γ)(6− γ)2γ ] and the parameterσ2
8

is the dark matter density variance in a comoving sphere of radius
8h−1Mpc. The combination of these equations gives the evolution
of bias with redshift, given only the correlation length andslope:

b(z) =

[

r0(z)

8

]γ/2
J
1/2
2

σ8D(z)/D(0)
. (16)

In each case, the redshift used for presentation purposes isthe me-
dian of the distribution of objects.

Analogous to equation 13 for the cross-correlation we have

b2KR(z) =
ξKR(r, z)

ξDM(r, z)
= bK(z)bR(z), (17)

whereK and R subscripts denoteKs-selected galaxies, and radio
galaxies respectively. Given that we are able to calculate the bias of
the near-infrared sources,bK(z), from their auto-correlation func-
tion, the radio bias may be given by

bR(z) =
b2KR(z)

bK(z)
. (18)

To account for the fact that we are measuring these quanti-
ties for discrete samples with different redshift distributions where
z for corresponding bins is subtly different between the NIR and
radio sources, we multiply the right hand side of equation 18by
D(zK)/D(zR), which is a relatively small correction. This gives a
final quantity,bR(zR), which describes the bias of the radio sources
at the redshift of those radio sources:

bR(zR) =
b2KR(zR)

bK(zK)

D(zK)

D(zR)
. (19)

4 RESULTS

4.1 The evolution of the bias of near-infrared selected
galaxies

In order to calculate the bias of the radio sources, we first calculate
the angular autocorrelation function ofKs-selected VIDEO galax-
ies, finding the data to be fit very well with a single power law
(Figure 2). This fit describes the data very well over almost two
decades in angular scale, fromθ = 0.001 to 0.08 degrees. The cor-
relation length and bias of these sources is then calculatedusing
their redshift distribution (Figure 4). We measure the evolution of
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Table 1. Angular clustering parameters from the autocorrelation function,w(θ), and the inferred correlation length and bias for our variousKs-selected galaxy
samples.

Redshift range IR sources zmed A (×10−3) γ r0 (h−1Mpc) bK(z)

z < 4 95,826 1.09 0.61+0.05
−0.05 1.84+0.02

−0.02 2.79+0.08
−0.09 1.12+0.03

−0.03

z < 0.5 17,603 0.33 2.55+0.32
−0.30 1.85+0.03

−0.03 2.08+0.07
−0.07 0.59+0.02

−0.01

0.5 < z < 1 25,461 0.79 2.06+0.18
−0.17 1.85+0.02

−0.02 2.59+0.08
−0.09 0.91+0.02

−0.03

1 < z < 1.75 31,507 1.33 1.45+0.12
−0.11 1.85+0.02

−0.02 2.73+0.10
−0.10 1.21+0.04

−0.04

1.75 < z < 4 21,255 2.16 0.69+0.12
−0.10 1.98+0.03

−0.03 3.80+0.18
−0.19 2.23+0.12

−0.12

Table 2. Angular clustering parameters from the cross-correlationfunction,wcross(θ), and the inferred correlation length and bias for radio-IR cross-clustering.
The inferred radio biasbR(z) is shown in the final column.

Redshift range Luminosity (WHz−1) Radio sources zmed A (×10−3) γ r0 (h−1Mpc) bKR(z) bR(z)

z < 4 All 766 1.02 0.17+0.14
−0.08 2.19+0.11

−0.11 3.83+0.21
−0.24 1.57+0.12

−0.15 2.13± 0.27

z < 0.5 All 234 0.29 0.99+0.47
−0.33 2.15+0.08

−0.08 2.57+0.16
−0.18 0.70+0.05

−0.05 0.57± 0.06

0.5 < z < 1 ” 139 0.75 1.28+0.74
−0.54 2.07+0.11

−0.10 3.94+0.41
−0.48 1.38+0.20

−0.19 1.80± 0.36

1 < z < 1.75 ” 194 1.35 0.70+0.59
−0.41 2.09+0.16

−0.13 4.62+0.68
−0.75 2.11+0.48

−0.39 4.09± 1.20

1.75 < z < 4 ” 199 2.15 0.35+0.29
−0.20 2.20+0.16

−0.13 5.61+0.83
−1.00 3.60+0.99

−0.84 8.55± 3.11

z < 4 log(L) > 23.0 575 1.37 0.16+0.11
−0.07 2.24+0.10

−0.10 5.57+0.33
−0.36 2.76+0.34

−0.30 7.62± 1.27

” log(L) > 23.5 499 1.55 0.11+0.09
−0.06 2.28+0.13

−0.12 5.57+0.50
−0.52 3.04+0.61

−0.46 9.91± 2.48

” log(L) > 24.0 372 1.77 0.11+0.12
−0.06 2.28+0.15

−0.14 5.30+0.47
−0.61 3.10+0.64

−0.54 11.14± 3.01

Figure 5. Linear bias of VIDEOKs-selected sources as a function of me-
dian redshift. Open circles correspond to the four independent redshift bins
used while the filled circle is the bias for the full sample of 95,826 sources
with Ks < 23.5.

the clustering of these sources in four bins of median redshift rang-
ing from z = 0.3 to z = 2.15. These quantities are listed for the
binned and fullz < 4 samples in Table 1 and shown in Figure 5.

The power law slope ofw(θ) is γ − 1 = 0.85 for all but the

highest redshift bin at1.75 < z < 4 where it rises to 0.98. While
the angular clustering amplitude decreases with increasing redshift,
Limber inversion gives a gently increasing correlation length, r0
with increasing redshift, from2.08± 0.07 h−1Mpc atz ∼ 0.33 to
3.80+0.18

−0.19 h
−1Mpc atz ∼ 2.16. This corresponds to a bias increase

from 0.59+0.02
−0.01 to 2.23 ± 0.12 and reflects the mix of galaxy pop-

ulations present in aKs-selected survey at these depths. The clus-
tering ofKs-band selected galaxies as a function of galaxy mass
and redshift will be studied in much greater detail in a subsequent
paper.

4.2 The clustering and bias of faint radio sources

In this work we are interested in the evolution in the bias of the
faint radio source populations. We measure this using the cross-
correlation function of the radio andKs-selected galaxies. Fig-
ure 3 shows the cross-correlation function of radio andKs-selected
galaxies for the full sample of galaxies. We also determine the
cross-correlation in the four redshift bins as defined in theprevious
section (see Appendix). Furthermore, we impose lower limits on
the radio luminosity of1023, 1023.5 and1024 WHz−1, as each of
these provides a slightly different sample of AGN with the fraction
of normal star-forming galaxies gradually diminishing with radio
luminosity (see Figure 4). Showing how this affects the measured
clustering is important to gain fresh insight into the bias of AGN in
an as yet uninvestigated luminosity and redshift range.

The cross-correlation length and radio-infrared relativebias
(bKR), are calculated using the radio source redshift distribution
and we then infer the radio bias using equation 19. Figure 6 shows
the bias as a function of redshift for the radio sources. These quan-
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Figure 6. Linear bias of VIDEO-identified radio sources as a function of median redshift. Open circles correspond to the four independent redshift bins used
while the filled circle is the bias for the full sample of 766 radio sources withKs < 23.5 andS1.4 > 90 µJy. Star symbols correspond to lower luminosity
limits of 1023, 1023.5 and1024 WHz−1 from low to high redshift. The dashed line shows the FR-II bias adopted by Wilman et al. (2008) in the SKADS
simulations, and the diamond symbols show the expected biasbased on the SKADS prescriptions (open) and with the FR-I halo mass increased to1014 M⊙

(filled), matching the FR-IIs.

tities are also tabulated in Table 2 for the various redshiftbins and
for the different luminosity limits.

We find a steeper power-law slope for the cross-correlation
function than for the corresponding infrared autocorrelation func-
tion, withγ−1 > 1 in all cases. Likewise, the radio-infrared corre-
lation length is greater than the infrared galaxy correlation, giving
a relative bias,bKR, increasing even more strongly with redshift
from 0.70+0.05

−0.05 to 3.60+0.99
−0.84 between the lowest and highest red-

shift bins atzmed ∼ 0.29 and2.15 respectively. Accounting for the
results of the infrared galaxy correlation function, this corresponds
to a radio source bias of0.57± 0.06 to 8.55± 3.11 over the same
redshift range.

Imposing a minimum radio luminosity criterion to our radio
source sample, we findr0 to be greater than that for the full sam-
ple, meaning that the higher-luminosity AGN are more strongly
clustered than the general radio source population. The three differ-
ent luminosity cuts result in similar correlation lengths (r0 ∼ 5.5
h−1Mpc), with a slight decrease at the high luminosity end, but
still within errors. The radio bias, however, increases as the ra-
dio luminosity increases, frombR = 7.62 ± 1.27 for L > 1023

WHz−1(approximately double the bias for the full radio sample at
1 < z < 1.75 with a similar median redshift) tobR = 11.14±3.01
for L > 1024 WHz−1. This increase is likely due purely to the in-
creasing median redshift of higher luminosity sources, rather than
a significantly more massive or more clustered sample.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 The clustering of near-infrared selected galaxies

As the measurement of the clustering of the radio source popula-
tion is dependent on our measurement of the clustering of thenear-
infrared galaxies through the cross-correlation function, it is infor-
mative to compare our results for the near-infrared galaxy cluster-
ing to other results in the literature.

Our results for theKs-selected VIDEO sources, based on
tightly constrained angular correlation functions (see Figures 2 and
A1), show an increasing clustering strength with redshift,as would
be expected for a population relaxing over cosmic time to follow
the distribution of the underlying dark matter structure. However,
comparison with similar studies of near-infrared galaxiessuggests
that we underestimate this clustering.

Furusawa et al. (2011) investigated the mass-dependent clus-
tering of a similarly derived sample of more than 50,000K < 23.5
galaxies from 0.63 deg2 of the Subaru/XMM-NewtonDeep Sur-
vey and UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey/Ultra Deep Survey
(SXDS/UDS). While they do not show results for a combined sam-
ple across all redshifts, or indeed all masses, we find our redshift-
binnedr0 to be lower than even their least clustered (lowest mass)
galaxies at similar redshifts. Similarly, Bielby et al. (2013) findr0
as a function of mass and redshift through the angular correlation
function of az . 2 galaxy sample from 2.4 deg2 of the WIRCam
Deep Survey (WIRDS) inJ , H andKs bands combined with opti-
cal data from the CFHTLS Deep fields. By deprojectingw(θ) an-
alytically rather than using the Limber method, they find thecor-
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relation length to increase fromr0 ∼ 4.5 h−1Mpc atz ∼ 0.5 to
r0 ∼ 6.3 h−1Mpc atz ∼ 1.75.

Without reaching the same depth as ours and other authors’
work, Quadri et al. (2007) use the Limber method to establishthe
correlation length and bias of a sample ofK < 21 (Vega mag-
nitude) galaxies at2 < z < 3.5 using four10′ × 10′ fields of
the MUSYC survey. Their bias atz ∼ 2.6 of 3.3 ± 0.5 is slightly
greater than we would expect extrapolating beyond ourz ∼ 2.16
figure of b = 2.23 ± 0.12. We observe a slightly fainter popu-
lation of sources, but Quadri et al. also show that there is little
to no significant effect of limitingK-magnitude on clustering at
these magnitudes. They do note the possible limitation, however,
of fixing the slope parameterβ = γ − 1 = 0.8, as is done by
Furusawa et al. (2011) (but not Bielby et al. 2013). The insetin Fig-
ure 2 shows that fixing the slope to 0.8 rather than fitting for it, we
would artificially boost the amplitude parameter,A, and therefore
r0 and bias along with it. This partly addresses the differencebe-
tween our highest-redshift result and that of Quadri et al. (2007) or
even Furusawa et al. (2011), but not Bielby et al. (2013).

Ichikawa et al. (2007) provide severely limited constraints
(due to a 24.4 arcmin2 area) on the clustering ofK-selected sources
at fainter levels (K < 25) using the MOIRCS Deep Survey in the
GOODS-North region. Contrary to the shallower sample used by
Quadri et al. (2007), they find a significant decline inr0 with K-
band magnitude at1 < z < 2 and weaker evidence of such a
decline at2 < z < 4. Even so, there is a roughly 1–2σ disagree-
ment in our results atK < 23.5, more consistent with their results
atK < 25.

We have explored possible causes for discrepancy in our re-
sults compared with the aforementioned authors. Changing the
range of our fits tow(θ) to match other work and fixing the slope
to 0.8 (as is common practice where data are sparse), has little
combined effect on the resulting correlation lengths and biases.
The difference then, may lie in the redshift distributions used,
which do impact the spatial clustering measures. In order tover-
ify that our redshift distribution is robust, we have calculatedr0
for our data, but assuming the distribution of photometric redshifts
from a similar sample taken from the deeper UltraVISTA survey
(McCracken et al. 2012) over the COSMOS field, finding again
that our results are not significantly altered. The redshiftcatalogue
from Muzzin et al. (2013) includes photometry in 30 bands over
the 1.62 deg2 COSMOS/UltraVISTA field, giving redshifts with
a catastrophic outlier fraction of just 1.6 per cent and whilst their
distribution is not identical to that of the VIDEO sources, the con-
sistent results suggest that we may be confident in our results with
these redshifts.

5.2 Clustering of faint radio sources

Our results show a strong evolution in the clustering and bias of
faint radio sources with redshift. We also find that the more lumi-
nous subsamples are strongly biased, as would be expected ifthe
dominant population were radio-loud AGN predominantly hosted
by massive elliptical galaxies (e.g. Jarvis et al. 2001; Dunlop et al.
2003; Herbert et al. 2011).

While Wilman et al. (2003) investigated the clustering of a ra-
dio sample down to 0.2 mJy, direct measurements of the cluster-
ing of radio sources below the mJy level are generally lacking in
the present literature. However, some predictions for the bias of
our sample may be taken indirectly from the SKA Design Study
(SKADS; Wilman et al. 2008, 2010) semi-empirical simulations of
extragalactic radio continuum sources. These simulationsprovide a

catalogue of radio sources over 400 deg2 to a depth of 10 nJy in 15
radio and mid-infrared bands, as well as providingK-band magni-
tudes and classifications of 5 different radio source types:normal
star-forming galaxies, starbursts, radio-quiet AGN, FR-Iand FR-II
type AGN. Each of these source types are attributed a fixed halo
mass and a bias based on these masses and the Mo & White (1996)
bias model.

By imposing radio luminosity cuts to our sample atL1.4 >
1023 WHz−1 and higher, we effectively bias it towards AGN
(Condon, Cotton & Broderick 2002). The increasing minimum lu-
minosity raises the median luminosity of these subsamples,and
therefore the median redshift as the highest redshift sources must
be extremely luminous to reach the radio detection limit. Within
errors, and ignoring the imposed flattening of the SKADS biaspre-
scription beyondz = 1.5 (see Wilman et al. 2008, for more de-
tails), these ‘AGN-only’ results are consistent with the SKADS FR-
II bias with a halo mass of1014 M⊙. This suggests, in agreement
with Lindsay et al. (2014), that the typical halo mass of the more
numerous FR-Is (we expect∼ 6 FR-IIs in the 1 square degree that
we use here) must be in this region as well. The increasing bias
with luminosity (and therefore redshift), additionally, provides ob-
servational evidence that the truncation of the AGN bias models at
z = 1.5 in Wilman et al. (2008) is not justified. While the reason
for this plateau is to prevent an unphysical rise in the modelbias
beyond redshifts where it can be constrained in the literature, we
show that the bias continues to evolve toz > 2.

To investigate this, we use a SKADS sample catalogue of
S1.4 > 90µJy radio sources, giving a redshift distribution and
proportions for each source population, comprising FR-II and FR-
I radio AGN, radio-quiet quasars star-forming galaxies andstar-
bursts. Weighting the five different bias models associatedwith
these different populations by the relative proportions (counted di-
rectly from flags in the simulation output), we determine theex-
pected bias for each of our data points shown in Figure 6. Further-
more, we show these predictions for the case where we assume
the same (higher) halo mass for the FR-I sources as for the FR-II
sources, as suggested by Lindsay et al. (2014). This boosts the bias
as expected, particularly at the higher redshifts, consistent with our
upper two redshift bins, but also exacerbates an apparent underes-
timate at low redshift.

Deviations from the SKADS predictions could be the result
of miscalculating the proportions of AGN and normal galaxies – a
greater than expected fraction of AGN at high-redshift would ap-
pear to increase the observed bias – but the luminosity functions
used by Wilman et al. (2008) should be well-constrained so asto
alleviate this potential issue. The halo masses of the different types
of galaxy, and how they evolve with redshift however, are less well
known. Assuming robust luminosity functions, our results would
appear to suggest a less biased (i.e. less massive) population at low
redshift and a more biased one at higher redshift, contrary to the
single fixed mass model of SKADS. Although we note that the cos-
mological volume sampled at low redshift is relatively small and as
such we expect the clustering signal to be dominated by sample
variance, which we do not consider here as we are most interested
in the high-redshift measurements, whereas at low-redshift large-
area surveys are more suitable.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We have made use of complementary optical and infrared data from
CFHTLS and VIDEO to infer the spatial clustering of radio sources
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at the> 90 µJy level in a 1 square degree field (VIDEO-XMM3)
through the angular cross-correlation function. With aKs < 23.5
sample of∼100,000 galaxies with reliable photometric redshifts
out toz ∼ 4, we find the auto-correlation function, spatial correla-
tion length, and linear bias of the full sample and four independent
redshift bins. Furthermore, we use the cross-correlation of these
sources with our deep radio sample of 766 galaxies to infer their
bias. The results can be summarized as follows:

(i) The slope ofw(θ) for infrared-selected galaxies is generally
consistent (∼ −0.85) but slightly larger than the canonical value
of −0.8 often assumed in the literature. This does not significantly
affect our results, and we find an increasing bias and correlation
length in qualitative agreement with similar infrared studies, but
with significantly weaker clustering than found elsewhere due to a
better constrained redshift distribution.

(ii) By cross-correlating with this background of infraredgalax-
ies, we are able to find a robust cross-clustering signal for the radio
galaxies across 4 redshift bins up to a median redshift ofz = 2.15.

(iii) Combining the auto- and cross-correlation function results,
we are able to disentangle the clustering scales of the two galaxy
populations to find a radio source bias which increases from0.57±
0.06 at z ∼ 0.29 to 8.55 ± 3.11 atz ∼ 2.15.

(iv) Placing lower limits on radio luminosity at1023, 1023.5 and
1024 WHz−1 effectively reduces the sample to AGN-dominated
subsample, giving a high-redshift measurement of the AGN bias of
b(z = 1.37) = 7.62 ± 1.27, b(z = 1.55) = 9.91 ± 2.48 and
b(z = 1.77) = 11.14 ± 3.01, respectively.

(v) The radio bias found at higher redshifts is greater than that
expected by assuming the models used in the SKADS radio simu-
lations. However, assigning a similar halo mass to the FR-I sources
as assumed for the FR-II sources in our radio sample largely ad-
dresses this discrepancy. Indeed, results using the high-luminosity
subsample appear to confirm that low-radio-luminosity AGN have
a typical halo mass similar to that assigned to FR-II radio galaxies
(1014 M⊙).
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APPENDIX A: ADDITIONAL FIGURES

The auto- and cross-correlation functions for all of the redshift- and
luminosity-limited sampled described in the text are shownhere.
Figure A1 shows the auto-correlation function of IR sourcesand
cross-correlation function with radio sources, each in 4 separate
redshift bins. Figure A2 shows the cross-correlation function of
radio samples with different radio luminosity limits with the full
Ks < 23.5 IR sample.

Figure A2. The angular cross-correlation function of theL1.4 > 1023 ,
1023.5 and 1024 WHz−1 radio counterparts with the VIDEO infrared
sources (with bootstrap resampling errors). The dashed line shows the best
fit power-law and the inset plot showsχ2 parameter fits at 68, 90 and 95 per
cent confidence levels. Points plotted in grey are the absolute values where
wcross(θ) < 0.
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Figure A1. The angular autocorrelation function (left) of theKs < 23.5 VIDEO sources, and cross-correlation function (right) with the radio counterparts
(with bootstrap resampling errors) in 4 redshift bins. The dashed lines shows the best fit power-law and the inset plot showsχ2 parameter fits at 68, 90 and 95
per cent confidence levels. Points plotted in grey are the absolute values wherewcross(θ) < 0.
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